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research
Monte Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) has been an area of much interest for AI researchers since its discovery
in 2006. With it performing tremendously over certain games, MCTS has been extensively studied,
although to date much of this research has been focussed on card and board games, with the board
game Go perhaps seeing the most focus. Only recently have there been attempts in using Monte Carlo
Tree Search in commercial video games, with the video games industry seeming less enamoured in the
technique than academia.
Why is this the case? Well, although the core concept behind MCTS may be simple, the intricacies
involved in optimising the technique to play games well can be very diﬃcult and confusing. A multitude
of diﬀerent methods have been attempted to make MCTS agents play more intelligently, make decisions
faster, and use fewer resources, but there is little consensus on which modiﬁcations are best over which
domains, and even if the modiﬁcations are applicable beyond the speciﬁc games used in the speciﬁc
research. Although researchers may be delighted to ﬁnd out that MCTS outperforms all other agents
for certain board games, how is this meant to be relevant to video games which often contain tougher
challenges regarding the complexity of the interactions, and the time allowed be agents for selecting
actions?
In the research I am undertaking for my Ph.D. I am looking into methods of using game abstractions
to guide MCTS searching. In this I hope that I will be able to reduce the amount of eﬀort required for
AI programmers to implement MCTS into existing games (as the generation of useful abstractions can
be somewhat simpler than the generation of useful heuristics), and I hope to reduce the amount of
computation time required by MCTS agents to perform intelligent actions.
Early results from my research over a simple turn-based Capture-the-Flag game suggests that my approach could result in my modiﬁed MCTS agents outperforming existing agents whilst taking less time to
make decisions, and I hope that I will soon be able to conﬁrm these results over more complex games.
I am also planning to look into automated or semi-automated abstraction generation, as well as investigating the impact of using “good” or “bad” abstractions over the performance of the agent.

